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algebraic structures. a means that Ot can be embeddet in an

enrichment of W with partial computable operations. This notion

is a generalized version of implementability as known in the theo-

ry of algebraic data types.
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1. Introduction

We will define a reducibility relation between algebraic

structures. 0,61 X means that a can be embedded in an enrichment

of S with partially computable operations. This notion is a ge-

neralized version of implementability as known in the theory of
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algebraic data types. For this work we have no specific applica-

tions in mind. We feel that this reducibility, which is closely

connected to the notion of existential recursiveness [4],deserves

study inits own right. Apart from the previously mentioned con-

nections with data types we would like to mention some places in

the literature where similar notions occur.

Throughout the paper <w,s,0) denotes the structure over na-

tural numbers with successor function s and constant 0. Moreover,

for structures OL,43, ... the corresponding carries are denoted

by A, B, respectively.

In [3] it is proved that if <co,s,0) z-S. a then for every func-

tional effective definitional scheme S (in the sense of H.Friedman

[2]) there is a recursive procedure P with a 1= P ~S, i.e. P and

S are equivalent in a.

1.2.

In [5] the notion of a privacy homomorphism between two alge-

braic structures is introduced. The existence of such a homomor-

phism between and S implies 0G-5.;S, of course some restrictions

are imposed on the embeddings in this case.

1.3.

In [2] the phrase "Otis W-rich" is used to express <U4s,0).01-

After the introduction of we will present a characterization of

the existentially recursive structures as those infinite struc-

tures Ot for which a<<cA),s,0j holds. Then we characterize the

structures which are equivalent to <W,s,0) under the equivalence

=generated by 45.

In section 3 we show that above each structure of the form

<A), for an infinite set A, there is no minimal degree, but there

4.1
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is a structure of the form <A,r>, where r is a binary relation,

which has a minimal cover.

2.
We refer to [1], [2] for such notions as functional and rela-

tional effective definitional scheme (feds and reds,respectively),

and for the semantics of the logic of effective deffinitions.

If a is an algebraic structure then Gct denotes the signatu-

re of a , we always assume that a contains only a finite number

of finitary functions, relations and constants. If at and 93 are

algebraic structures and h: A --*B is an injective map then by

h(Got) we denote the image of Got in B under h, i.e. if f a Got is

an n-ary operation then corresponding ? 6 h(T) is defined as

follows:
dom(?) = h(A)n; if 71; = (h(a1),...,h(an)) h(A)n then ?(ID') =

= h(f(a
1

an) relations from Got are transformed componentwise.

Let at be an algebraic system, and let new. A relation rsAn

is said to be semi-recursive (s.r.) in a iff there is a n-ary

reds R over Got such that for all e An, a r if RM.

A partial function f: An A is said to be partially recursi-

ve (computable) in a iff there is a n-ary feds S over Got such

that for all ; e An, b e A: f(g) = b if a S[4] = b.

For algebraic structures a, 13 we say that a is reducible to

13(01.<13) if there is an injective map h: A B3, such that:

(2.1) h(A) is s.r. in *3
(2.2) For every constant c in 60c there is a closed term t over

Tot such that h(c) = t.
(2.3) The functions and relations in h(Got) are partial recursive

and semi-recursive in 93 , respectively.

Ot..ch $3 indicates that a is reducible to 23 by the map h.

L.
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2.1. Lemma. If OC45.:11S then for every n-ary reds R over Tot

there is a n-ary reds V over 6-ob such that for all e An,

a H R Li] iff H V [h(1)]

In other words, the property of being a s.r. relation is preser-

ved by h.

Proo f. By the definition of reducibility it follows that

for any formula cc of the form: P(xl,...,xn), or xn = f(x1,...,

where P is a predicate symbol and f is a function

symbol in erot , there is a n-ary reds V over 6,8 such that for

all -a* e Ar:

(2.4) C = oc [a] if 33 =

From the fact that red's are closed under boolean combina-

tions and fed's are closed under composition (c.f. [6] it follows

that (2.41 holds for arbitrary first order open formulas cc.

Now if R = (4)n,ccn)3 is an arbitrary n-ary reds over aot then

we first transform it to RI = i(4)21 A Oe Xi = Xi) : n co. R'

obviously has the property that for every 1 e An, a H R[;] if

O. R' Dn. So we may assume that R is already in the form R

= xl = x1): n ec. Let Qn = cgiri', pi) : k EGO1 be a reds

over ers corresponding to the formula cPn for n e cD. Define F as

follows:

(0), (oo), (gOi (101 (gol (301 )

Pairs (gropinci for n, k e co appear in W in the order corresponding

to the numbering along the "short diagonal" I.e. the standard enu-

meration of pairs of integers.

It is easy to check that V has the required propertien

As an immediate consequence of lemma 2.1 one obtains the trans-

itivity of 4.5.

11

.."xn_11,

t(On,

K =

=

11[11(1)].
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2.2. Proposition. If OG ...'5,1123 and 43 g then a .

Let co = <co,s,0>, where s(x) = x + 1 is the successor function

and 0 is the constant zero. Moreover, let co =<co>, i.e. the alge-

braic system with empty signature over the set co.

An algebraic system a is said to be 3 -recursive is there is

a bijection g: A -> to such that g(Got) is recursive in co.

2.3. Proposition. An algebraic structure 0t is 3-recursive if and

only if

Proo f. ".-3" is obvious. Suppose that co<OL -.E1

Then h(A) must be an infinite and recursively enumerable set.Hence

there is a recursive injection g : co such that Va.)) = h(A).

Then it is easy to check that g -1 (h(6-a) ) is a collection of re-

cursive functions and relations and consequently g-1h : A-ow esta-

blishes that Ot is 3-recursive.

2.4. Lemma. Let a be an algebraic system, then coOt if and only

if got has at least one constant and a has no finite subalgebras.

Proo f. ".-+" suppose that co OG. By the definition of

reducibility it follows that Got must contain at least one con-

stant. Moreover the infinite set h(w) is contained in every sub-

algebra of a
Suppose that a has the mentioned properties. Let c be

a constant of acit. Let itn n e (Jibe an effective enumeration of

all closed terms over Got such that to is c. Moreover, let

for n, k e co be the following formula: xi ton ... A xi

t
n-1

A xl t n A Xi = tn+k+1

For n e co let kn be the least k n such that

tn Define h : -* A by h(n) = tk . It is easy to
n,OG

check that:

k
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(i) h(0) = c,

(11) h(w) is semi-recursive in a. Take for example the follow-

ing reds {(x1 = tn, x1 = xil n E

(iii) Let S = 4(cb
'k tn+k+ 1 k E Then s computes the

translation under h of a into Ot, i.e. CIL sctk 3 = t,
'n+1

for all n

Algebraic structures a and 93 are said to be of the same

algorithmic degree if both a-.5..93 and 23 c)t. hold ( )

2.5. Theorem. For an algebraic structure al the following condi-

tions are equivalent:

(1) w;

o-ot contains at least one constant and a is an 3-recursive

structure without finite subalgebras.

Proo f. Immediate using proposition 2.3 and lemma 2.4.

3.

Let at and 23 be algebraic structures. We abbreviate a 423

and 23 t 0/ to Ot < 23

3.1. Theorem.

For an arbitrary infinite structure a, if A <0/ then there

is a structure such that A < S<a, i.e. there is no minimal

algorithmic degree above a pure infinite set.

Pr o o f. Without loss of generality we may assume that the

signature ex contains relations only, as we can replace all func-

tions by their graphs without increasing the degree of the struc-

ture. So we assume that 0/ = <A, r1, r2,...,rk>. As A <ot there is

no first order definition in the language of pure identity of at

least one of the relations of a, say r. Let n 1 be the arity

of r.

w),

n, wl.

m

(ii)

CI
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Let F be a maximal binary relation over t1 n1 such that

( A x4 = x3) A U is not definable in the language of pure
(i.J)EF

identity Z.,. It is easy to see that F is an equivalence relation.

Let m be the number of equivalence classes of 2 and let in-

tegers i, 1 i < m, denote all these classes.

Define a m-ary relation 2. by the formula:

1
xm) +4 r*(x1(x...,xn)x4 ), where 1 13 m for

'1

1 5 j <21, and i- is the name of the equivalence class of F con-
0

taining J.

Let f" be a m+1-ary relation defined by the formula:

F(x
1 , x1+1"-÷ A (xi * Ym+1) A

ki.cm

These are some properties of 2 and F which follow immediately

from our definitions

(3.1) 2. and Y are not first order definable in .1: =

(3.2) <A,Y)

(3.3) for all 1 i < m+ 1 the formula (y1=y3) A F is first order

definable in .17

From (3.3) it follows that <A,2) <A,F) because in <A,F )

all k-ary s.r. relations, for 1 4.5 k m, are trivial, i.e. first

order definable in .C,=. In particular ci) and A are the only s.r.

subsets in (A,F>, so the possible reduction from (A,2.) to <A,F )

is a bijection. Then the image of under this reduction will be

first order definable in cl7=. But this is impossible because then

2. itself would have been first order definable in 4: =.

So we have shown that ( A < <A,F) < <A,2.) which completes

the proof of the theorem.

The last part of the above proof leads to the following result.

__5,

kx s

=

/r.

2.
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3.2. Corollary. For an arbitrary infinite set A and for every

n > 1 there is an algebraic structure Cc = <A, r> with r c An

such that

(1) A <

(ii) If A < 3 < an is an algebraic structure with G containing

only relations of arity less than n, then -23E i.e.there

is no nontrivial structure between A and a n with relations

of arity less than n.

We will now prove that the algorithmic degrees of infinite

structures are not dense.

3.3. Theorem. There are infinite structures a and Cesuch that

(1) Oe< a and

(ii) 01'93 *---"ct implies atie33 or Ot 23

Proof. LetAbe an infinite set andaeA, we define ra

and r 1 as follows on A:
a

1r
a (x=>x = a: ra kx,y,<=->x =aA)ci y.

We take Or= < A, ) and 0/ = <A, ra

a is immediate, take cl) (x) = x : A -> A, to see a * al
assume that IV : A A is an imbedding of a in (le; as till is a re-

cursive subset of a 1, 41(a) must be a semirecursive subset of 101.1.

However, it is easily seen that the semirecursive subsets of 1 (lel

are either or A (because a computation with a single cannot in-

volve any use of ra1).

23
Let us now assume ()etc 23-.5 a and 23 = <23, f i fk, rl, . rl >

cannot contain any constants of course. Let cl) be an embedding:

0C-> 23 and 111 an embedding 93 -÷ot,

Replacing 23 by an isomorphic structure we can assume that

1231 5 A and that 1.1., is the identity function. It follows that 1 23 I

n

Or

0

. .,

an,
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is semirecursive in Mand thus 1231= A because the semirecursive

subsets of A in a are 0, {al, A, A - {al, and IBI = A - lalwould

imply that B has no nontrivial structure at all (all functions

and relations are recursive in the equality relation).Let f: An-4

-* A (r:An-4{T,F ) be a function (relation) of 23. If V c A- (al

then f(r) must be constant on V. Suppose 4(a) a; take x such

that x a end 4.(x) a, which is possible lecause A is infinite.

Then take V = We), 4'(x)i.. It follows that the operations and

relations of 93 are constant on Vn. As a'. 93 the operations and

relations of Wmust therefore be constant on ta,x12 but this is

not the case. It follows that 4(a) = a. As (1)(A) is semi-recursi-

ve in 93, it is so in a, therefore 4(A) = A. 4) is injective

and bijective and as such an automorphism of Ot% It follows that

we may replace C4' by an isomorphic copy of itself and take Oto be

the identity as well.

We must now show that either r a is computable in 23 or the re-

lations and operations of 93 are computable from rile

The first step is to reduce 23 to a relational structure by

proving that for every function f(x1,...,xn) of 23 there can be

found a relation h(yi yn, yn+.1) such that f is computable

from h and h from f.

Take h(y1,...,yn, yn") 4=> f(Y1....an) =

Obviously h is computable from f. Now suppose that h is given.

To compute f from h note that as a contains no functions, the

image of each function f in 23 on an input list must be one of the

inputs itself.

So we assume that 23 contains relations only.

Finally consider an n-ary relation r of 23. We will show that

1ra.either r
a
is computable from r or r is computable from This

proves the required result immediately. We distinguish two cases:

/

/

,

Yntl.
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(i) There are x an y such that r(x, 4Or(y,, y).

Then either x or y is a and therefore either ra(x)<=4r(x

...,x) or ra(x) >-ir(x,...,x) holds for all x.

So in this case r
a is computable from r.

(ii) For all x,y r(x,...,x) 4=> r(y,...,y).

Then to compute r from r 1 one works as follows:
a

Let r(x,...,x) = T for all x for instance. Then given

x1 xa decide if for some i # j,x1 # xj, if not then

r(x1 x )n = r(x1 xi) = T.

1
rIf so then r

a can be computed from
a' x and y. As r can be

computed from ra we find that in this case r is computable
1

from ra.
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